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Major theme 1-A: Is Universal History Possible?

Discussant: Professor Alexander Chubariyan (Russia, Moscow)

By the end of the 20th century the discussion on possibilities and
perspectives of global or universal history has been stirred up considerably. It is
mostly connected with significant extension of tools of historical science,
general proliferation of means of communication and information (Internet).
Besides professional historians mass media has also joined to the discussion.
Globalisation is understood in different ways. The New York Gerald Tribune
considers that globalisation is a worldwide spread of American mass culture; it
means Italian and Chinese restaurants for others; for someone it is a
phenomenon of sports, etc.

Though papers submitted to the Congress seemed to be scarcely related to
one another they actually have much in common thus they are connected by
search of criteria and examples confirming fruitfulness of global and universal
approach in history. Papers by Professors Ida Blom, Andrew Sherratt, Graeme
Snooks, Karen Wigen comprise various problems (archaeology, gender
studyings, legal aspects, etc.) but their analyses are organically entered into the
context of global or general history.

Our organiser Patrick O'Brien has made a great contribution to fruitful
work of the Session. His general paper is able to steer up a lively and useful
discussion. Similar searches are also being carried on in the countries where for
a long time historians, who professed Marxian approach, saw universality in the
unity of methodology and integrated criterion of historical cognition.

Nowadays starting moments for the approach to globalisation of history
are diversity and distinction, unity and universality of history, which are
realised through infinite variety of factors of past and contemporary history.

Numerous publications (seen in represented papers) show that
comparative-historical method serves as the nucleus of the approach to this
variety which allows to combine historical phenomena of different epochs and
contexts in general universal system.

Globalisation presupposes analysis of historical phenomena and facts in
time and space which form universal and general character of history (in most
different disciplines). Historians analyse phenomena of the past both along
horizontal and vertical lines, they confront and compare events, reveal their
connections, analogy and mutual influence. And these interrelations and
comparisons are carried out both on the scale of continents and regions, and at
national and concrete-individual level.

In this connection the importance of methods of macro- and micro-history
increases more and more which penetrate structures of society and identify
similarity of their connections and oppositons. These methods help to penetrate
in various societies and cells of ancient Japan and family clans in Africa, trade-
union associations of England and legal norms in Australia, etc.
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Universality is also actualised in vast extensions of possibilities of
everyday history, in family and gender relations studying, in analysis of
people's ideas of life and death, good and evil, happiness and misfortunes in
different ages. Researches of feed, diseases, starvation, crimes and many other
aspects of history belong to the sphere of everyday history too.

Significant changes and new structurisation have taken place in various
fields of historical cognition. «New social history» turned up and joined all
parts and aspects of person and society interrelation. A great number of
researches open up and analyse such notions as «social groups» and «classes»,
peasantry and workers, tradesmen and craftsmen, slaves and employees, etc.
The idea of new social history comprises both spiritual and personal aspects
which are throwing light on the status of a person in society.

Nowadays we are witnessing a great change in the concept and subject of
economic history. There is also striving for comparison and confrontation of
economic models, methods of market operations and capital circulation, search
of general factors of economic growth, inflation, etc. in this historical branch.

The so-called «intellectual history» is in the process of constituting and
evolution and it is growing integrative and dispersive, closely related to cultural
anthropology that studies a person in the system of cultural communications.

Very often vast field of history of culture serves as the most serious
manifestation of history universalisation despite the fact that there is a great
variety and diversity of types and forms of culture.

Analysis of the role of languages in intercultural relations and
communications has long drawn attention of historians.

One of the striking corroboration of globalisation is given by international
and diplomatic history. Even judging by the definition, international history,
investigating correlations of different parts of the world, has to be a universal
discipline and together with the history of international relations and diplomatic
history it, so to say, synthesizes political and economic history, ethnology and
geostrategy, politology, anthropology and social psychology.

In the sphere of international economic and political relations globalisation
is one of the priority themes. The post-war development is a direct clash of
centrifugal and centripetal factors, a problem of interdependence and
integration.

Diplomacy as the form of relations and contacts connects epochs of
Ancient East and Roman Empire, new and contemporary time. For the 20th
century it means attempts to compare diplomacy of World War One and the
Cold War, etc.

There are a lot of branches of historical cognition which also enhance to
disclose methods of global history. Such phenomena as «moral» and «right» in
history, «violence» and «pacifism», «tolerance» and «extremism», etc. can be
referred to them.

A special place in the system of historical knowledge belongs to the so-
called «special historical disciplines». To a great extent the sphere of their
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interests and their role in investigations also serve to universalisation of history
and methods of its cognition. Analysis of historical texts, source study as a
whole as well as numismatics, metrology, sphragistics, etc. have among other
problems the idea of comparison and confrontation, development of common
methods and methodologies which are useful to different eras and territories.

Educational sphere is included into the concept of global or general history
too. Different systems of teaching at higher and secondary school, discussions
on text-book types, on the role of distant teaching become a universal factor
indeed. And one of the problem it solves is the problem of implanting to
students and pupils submission about generality of the world, correlations and
mutual influence in historical process.

In the complex discussion on global or general history our Session at the
International Congress in Oslo is sure to attract attention and allow to compare
subjects and research level on the problem.


